The Huron™ DLV Soft Face Mask is lightweight, quick drying and durable. This reusable soft mask shields the user from particulates we come into contact with every day.

**FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS:**
- Adjustable Cord or Nylon Securing Straps
- Machine Washable
- Internal Sleeve Pocket for Replaceable Filters *(Sold Separately)*
- One-Size-Fits-All

HRN-DLV406

**HURON™ DLV BUCKLE ACCESSORIES**

The Huron™ DLV Buckle Accessories provides quick adjustment to the Huron™ DLV Soft Face Mask securing cord *(Sold Separately)*.

**FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS:**
- Set of Four

HRN-BARLOK-4

**HURON™ N95 DLV MASK FILTERS**

**FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS:**
- Independently tested to remove 95% of all particles 0.3 microns and above
- Helps prevent the spread of viruses
- Fits into the Huron™ DLV Soft Face Mask *(Sold Separately)*

Set of Three: HRN-DLV/N95-3
Set of Ten: HRN-DLV/N95-10